What was it you were walking toward? Was it a dream? Was it real? Was it truth?

We tend to think of Marshall as a dream before we get here. Gung ho higher education and all that. But Marshall is an escape of its own sort. You get to the point where school doesn't interfere with your education.

You “waste time” (according to parents) to learn about life's complications and its simplicity through a heavy discussion with a friend. No one understands you when you'd rather fly a kite in Ritter Park on a nice day than sit in Spanish class.

You party for a few years at local bars and then settle down to “quiet” parties at friends' apartments. You do or you don't get into drugs.

You read books other than textbooks when you get the time. Hardly anybody reads textbooks anyway. You either know scads of people, including faculty and administrators, or you crawl into your own little shell.
following oldies taken from 1952 and 1961 Chief Justices

4 / have things changed?
10/ . . . and no
but — we have an alternative / 11
rediscovering country peace for some
for others Ritter has to do / 15
but for us it's death, taxes and fall semester
Try your Luck At
The Wheel of Fortune

28 / west hall carnival
tke water follies / 29
30 / pike's peak
white roots of peace
36 / off campus housing
usually furnished in early american student
mud ducks / 51
Las Vegas next year or double or nothing. Well, Jack, maybe we can schedule...
54 / have a nice trip?
see you next fall / 55
I can't let you out of my sight.

it's no good — they're tapping the lines.
whose pen is mightiest? . . . a . . .
- 2W29
- Organizations Work Room
- Student Government
- Student Senate
Here with a half roll of bathroom tissue (for want of facial) in front of me, I think of all my years at Marshall.

Academic and social scars are deep. I think of good times and bad and quest for truth. Have I found it? Why doesn’t it show itself?

Perhaps in years to come I will know whether these years have been beneficial or whether college was a social opportunity merely endured.

The years have been long yet not uneventful — though most events have long passed from my memory. Do only the good times remain?

No.

There are a few heartbreaking ones still indelibly etched — the sleepless nights on wet pillows, trying sometimes in vain to analyze myself and revamp my lifestyle.

College is an experience — a growing experience (although high school seniors think they have it made). It is a place where you learn that you don’t have it made — yet — no matter how hard you try to make a name for yourself while you’re here.

Some progress from the all-night drunkenness of beer to one glowing shot of scotch. All of a sudden classical and soft music are good and sometimes preferable.

But most of all you find that truth does not lie entirely in academics.
there's rolling and being rolled / 113
Spring is the time for splashing, sunning, bicycles and ice cream cones. There is no other day like the first warm day when everyone who has been hibernating between walks to class seems to grow that drippy extension on the hand known as a double chocolate. Trees become easy chairs and lawn chairs are just that. Skinned knees are on the rise (or fall as the case may be) as we get back into summer and its games. The overall outlook on life, especially for Solarcaine manufacturers, improves. Summer is an art gum eraser that removes the stark lines of winter down to the faint traces of the memory.
ON STAGE FOR SUMMER FUN!

OLD MILL THEATRE

MAN IN THE DOG SUIT

COMING

THE EFFECT OF GAMMA-RAYS ON THE MAN IN THE MOON MARIGOLDS

AUGUST 8-9-10
Give way, I'm going that way.
beginnings of the gas shortage
166 / lambda chi basketball tournament
"I guess we know who's the big man on campus now!" / 171
graduation — a circus in itself
Having been screwed by Marshall, I can attest to the fact that this institution can be compared to not only a nymphomaniac, but also a prostitute. After all, you only get what you pay for. But Marshall has only learned to screw as it has been screwed. How many millions is it that have been wasted on building then tearing down a failure of a transit system at wvu? Who was called a university in name only? Who still is? Oh yes. We're getting a new building. How does that compensate for losing our school of engineering (where, by the way, these pictures were taken? And the med school. It's more a probability than a possibility, but some still say, "Why split the money between two schools when we can pour it all into one and have one fine university instead of two mediocre ones?" My all-too-wishful thinker thinks, "No wonder West Virginia projects such a money-poor image." You could show me all the facts and figures in the world, but I would still hope for equality — scholastic equality in this state. Of all the colleges and university (ies) in the state, Marshall is third from the bottom in terms of money received per capita. For the time being, all I can offer is, "How sad."
— Meg
178 / now where
Twelve o'clock.
Along the reach of the street
Held in a lunar synthesis,
Whispering lunar incantations
Dissolve the floors of memory
And all its clear relations,
Its divisions and precisions,
Every street lamp that I pass
Beats like a fatalistic drum,
And through the spaces of the dark
Midnight shakes the memory
As a madman shakes a dead geranium.

Half-past one,
The street-lamp sputtered,
The street-lamp muttered,
The street-lamp said, 'Regard that woman
Who hesitates toward you in the light of the door
Which opens on her like a grin.
You see the border of her dress
Is torn and stained with sand,
And you see the corner of her eye
Twists like a crooked pin.'

The memory throws up high and dry
A crowd of twisted things;
A twisted branch upon the beach
Eaten smooth, and polished
As if the world gave up
The secret of its skeleton,
Stiff and white.
A broken spring in a factory yard,
Rust that clings to the form that the strength has left
Hard and curled and ready to snap.

Half-past two,
The street-lamp said,
'Remark the cat which flattens itself in the gutter,
Slips out its tongue
And devours a morsel of rancid butter.'
So the hand of the child, automatic,
Slipped out and pocketed a toy that was running along the quay.
I could see nothing behind that child's eye.

The reminiscence comes
Of sunless dry geraniums
And chestnut in the streets,
And female smells in shuttered rooms
And cigarettes in corridors
And cocktail smells in bars.

The lamp said,
'Four o'clock,
Here is the number on the door.
Memory!
You have the key,
The little lamp spreads a ring on the stair.
Mount.
The bed is open; the tooth-brush hangs on the wall,
Put your shoes at the door, sleep, prepare for life.
I can see Old Main and Northcott from here. Some friends are in the living room playing cards. The year is not quite over for me although it is mid-July. But in one respect, a phase of my life is over. In about one week I will revert to the same student status I almost enjoyed six years ago — anonymous — before I got into this business.

Kolleen asked me to go with her to the next Chief Justice staff meeting that fall and I agreed, having been involved in publications in high school. Gary King was editor and the staff was then composed of people, most of which are long since gone. Those were the carefree days when I had no thoughts of being editor. And I certainly have no thoughts of being editor again.

Probably for the rest of my life “Chief Justice” will be the two words I can type fastest.

It has been at the same time a good and a bad year. There were happy times and times every editor goes through, wondering where his next print is coming from. Our staff was not a gregarious one, which made things rather difficult.

But it’s over — finished except for the proofs. Thank God and thank J.B. Edwards.

Yes, Mom and Dad, I can get back to school. No more yearbook for any of us to worry about. But it makes me rather sad not to have an office on campus to go to between classes — or instead of classes — or to get stopped coming out of at 5 a.m. the day of deadline.

The book itself is a compromise between what we wanted and what we had to work with. I cannot tell you what I think of it, you must decide for yourself. I will admit my bias, and that doesn’t necessarily mean towards, since there are many things I would do differently given the chance again.

For now, I think I’ll just go back to Ritter Park and sit in trees or by the pond and blow some more bubbles. I like to watch the pretty colors spin in the wind until they burst.
(this page has been — blurp-zip-expletive deleted — partially erased in honor of the current administration.)
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Joe Herbert
Jennifer Kovitch
Debra Kuma
Jean McDaniel
Nancy Ribel
Ruth Towles
Sarah Walters
Linda Watts
Rebecca Young

delta sigma theta

Judy Allen
Carrie Amey
Radene Anderson
Shirley Bennett
Rosenita Brown
Sheila Callahan
Marc Cason
Donna Cramp
Wendy Dillard
Beverly Duckwyler
Lisa Enners
Emma Forte
Esther Franklin
Diann Giles
Betty Jo Humm
Karen Harris
Cynthia Johnson
Cheryl Jordan
Linda Lindsey
Ruth Mitchell
Pam Paige
Marilyn Price
Faye Redd
Jatawn Washington
sigma alpha epsilon
Cynthia Aquino
Kerry Baggaley
Edwina Barber
Michelle Barton
Cathy Billups
Jan Bollman
Lisa Bugg
Jo Bugg
Michaela Bugg
Martha Christip
Cathy Clary
Linda Crabtree
Kay Creamer
Terry Cunningham
Beth Eastwood
Bonnie Edwards
Rita Erwin
Linda Evans
Debbie Glass
Teresa Hart
Sharon Harless
Mary Jane Keenan
Georgia Kinison
Sammie Lambert
Judy Lantz
Kelly Lantz
Susan Leitner
Pat Marshall
Lynn McGraw
Marcia Morrison
Mary Ann Murphy
Shiela Napier
Kay Putt
Sharon Preston
Mary Kay Salem
Kris Stritholt
Jan Tardy
Nancy Thabet
Robin Vealey
Debbie Watson
Robin Westerman
Debbie Webster
Debbie Witham

sigma kappa
kappa alpha
order

Josef Belmonte
Ken Carpenter
Ken Chew
Mike Condon
Bill Cleveland
Scott Crane
Carl Ellis
Randy Francis
Rick Frazier
Gary Greene
I.B. Greene
Dave Henderson
Larry Jackson
Hank Karawan
Mike Kennedy
Clark Lamp
Bill Lee
Ed McComas
John Mendez
Jay Nida
Julian O’Dell
Carl Olian
Ed Pasley
Jack Raper
Don Robinson
Dwain Randolph
Mike Rowse
Ralph Saville
Chuck Schoendorf
Terry Smalley
Tim Spears
Al Wageman
Doug Wallace
Rob Wanner
Jim Wolfingbarger
Tom Arli
tBill Boston
Steve Brooks
Bill Burdette
Tom Carney
Dore Copley
Bill Conder
Phil Cremer
Ossie Dahl
Bob Davis, treas.
Jeff Davis
Frank Dickson
Tom Doss, v. pres.
Terry Dragovu
Paul Dulay, fraternity educator
Mark Ellis, social chairman
Len Eskow
Bob Galbraith, al. secy.
Tm Goodwin, s. chm.
Bob Grimmett, scho. chm.
Earl Haidto
Dave Hildbrand
Willie Howard
Pat Jones
Rick Knight
Harold Lightpipe
Tom Linkous
Joe Marino
Dave Marshall
Joe McCracken
Danny Meyers
Ranwll McPike
Grower Miller
Greg Nelson
Joe Nenni
Rick Nolte
Bob Plymale
Tom Plymale, secy.
Nolan Porter
Phil Potter
Mike Rehanok
Dave Rice
Bruce Richmond
Gil Rickmar
Steve Ritter
Terry Sanders
Jim Slawinski, pres.
Roger Stockman
Chris Spano
Chuck Stephens
Ron Szels
George Telesz
Alan Todd
Scott Waterfield
Rob Welker
John Whittaker
Rick Whitten

lambda chi alpha
varsity cheerleaders

alpha psi omega theatre
volleyball

Judy Allen
Mona Barroughs
Barbara Dennis
Corinne Decker
Fran Dorb
Sherry Epperly
Lauretta Gentle
Linda Holmes
Judith Lantz
Barbara Morgan
Katherine Morgan
Patricia Mychesky
Marianne Stec
Janine Schafle
Kristine Stritch

swim team

Marianne Arthur
Sarah Louise Bricker
Deborah Frantz
Carol Harmon
Patricia Mychesky
Katherine Morgan
Jane Schafle
Kristine Stritch
Golf

J. Anderson
Paul Bailey
Dave
Ian
Lee Martin
Harold Payne
Golf Team

Tennis

Connie Sue Clay
Clay
Martha Jane Averill
Debbie Dimpsey
Catherine Hatlen
Linda Sue Mail
Betty Jo Rinser
Shirley Stump
Bridget Wood
1973-74
thundering
herd

| No. | Name               | Position | Jersey
|-----|--------------------|----------|--------
| 10  | Joe Fox            |          | 40     |
| 11  | Bill Scholz        |          | 41     |
| 12  | Reggie Oliver      |          | 42     |
| 14  | Bob Eshbahger      |          | 43     |
| 16  | Dave Walsh         |          | 44     |
| 20  | Sidney Bell        |          | 45     |
| 21  | Tom Bossie         |          | 46     |
| 22  | Kenny Armour       |          | 47     |
| 23  | Steve Cooper       |          | 48     |
| 24  | R.D. Stephens      |          | 49     |
| 25  | Steve Morton       |          | 50     |
| 26  | Terry Gardner      |          | 51     |
| 27  | L.B. Greene        |          | 52     |
| 29  | Fuzzy Filliez      |          | 53     |
| 30  | Bill Ralston       |          | 54     |
| 31  | Bob Tracey         |          | 55     |
| 28  | Steve Johnson      |          | 56     |
| 32  | Dwight Schnatter   |          | 57     |
| 33  | Bob Carter         |          | 58     |
| 34  | Dave Forbes        |          | 59     |
| 35  | Jim Mercer         |          | 60     |
| 36  | Bill Forbes        |          | 61     |
| 37  | Jim Wolf           |          | 62     |
| 38  | Mike Jennt         |          | 63     |
| 39  | Al Mayer           |          | 64     |
| 40  | Allen Fitzwater    |          | 65     |
| 41  | Stanley Berry      |          | 66     |
| 42  | Larry McCoy        |          | 67     |
| 43  | Mark Miller        |          | 68     |
| 44  | Ned Burks          |          | 69     |
| 45  | Robert Seals       |          | 70     |
| 46  | Jerry Atrasmith    |          | 71     |
| 47  | Mike Condor        |          | 72     |
| 48  | Bruce Bunting      |          | 73     |
| 49  | Doug Sargent       |          | 74     |
| 50  | Tim Conners        |          | 75     |
| 51  | Randy Kerr         |          | 76     |
| 52  | Jon Lockett        |          | 77     |
| 53  | John Hale          |          | 78     |
| 54  | Melvin Lockett     |          | 79     |
| 55  | Roy Tabb           |          | 80     |
| 56  | Lanny Steel        |          | 81     |
| 57  | Brad Glass         |          | 82     |
| 58  | Bob Burgoon        |          | 83     |
| 59  | Bart Tavoli        |          | 84     |
| 60  | John Kravec        |          | 85     |
| 61  | Bill Ralston       |          | 86     |
| 62  | Bob Miller         |          | 87     |
| 63  | Bob Tranquill      |          | 88     |
| 64  | Bob DeYoung        |          | 89     |
| 65  | Eric Gezzler       |          | 90     |
| 66  | Wilbert Allen      |          |        |
| 67  | Steve Weaver       |          |        |
| 68  | Allen Meadows      |          |        |
| 69  | Mark Brookover     |          |        |
| 70  | Lew Shields        |          |        |
| 71  | Lester Hicks       |          |        |
| 72  | Bill James         |          |        |
| 73  | John Shimp         |          |        |
| 74  | Dave Kellem        |          |        |
| 75  | Fred Bader         |          |        |
| 76  | Bob Rich           |          |        |
| 77  | Bill Yanossy       |          |        |
| 78  | Pete Diabo         |          |        |
| 79  | Larry Call         |          |        |
| 80  | Ace Lodling        |          |        |
| 81  | Wilbert Allen      |          |        |
| 82  | Steve Weaver       |          |        |
| 83  | Allen Meadows      |          |        |
| 84  | Mark Brookover     |          |        |
| 85  | Lew Shields        |          |        |
| 86  | Lester Hicks       |          |        |
| 87  | Bill James         |          |        |
| 88  | John Shimp         |          |        |
| 89  | Dave Kellem        |          |        |
| 90  | Rick Coleman       |          |        |